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Abstract We developed a method to fabricate a periodic
array of three-dimensional crescent-like holes (3DCLH) via
an inverted hemispherical colloidal lithography. It is found
that there exists an extraordinary optical transmission in this
non-planar perforated periodic array of 3DCLH when the
electric field of the incident light is perpendicular to the
cross-line of the crescent-like hole. This extraordinary
optical peak is insensitive with the incident angles and
sensitive with the angle between the electric field of the
incident light to the cross-line of the 3DCLH. Numerical
simulation based on finite-difference time-domain method
reveals that this peak is caused by an asymmetric localized
surface plasmon resonance. This structure might be useful
for the optical sensing and optical-integrated circuits.
Keywords Surface plasmon polariton . Localized surface
plasmon . Extraordinary optical transmission . Colloidal
lithography
Introduction
Extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) of light passing
through sub-wavelength holes array in a metallic film has
been found in 1998 [1]. It has attracted lots of attention,
because this effect can be used in sub-wavelength
integrated optical circuits [2–7], biosensors [8], surface
plasmon enhanced Raman scattering [9, 10]. Lots of
efforts have been made on this field in order to understand
the fundamental physical mechanism and design more
efficient structures [11–26]. Nowadays, it is considered
that EOT of the sub-wavelength holes array is caused by
the coupling between the incident waves and the surface
plasmon polariton (SPP) with the help of the periodic two-
dimensional holes array [7, 11]. In addition to circular
holes arrays, EOT phenomenon was also found in holes
arrays with different shapes, such as elliptical, rectangular,
and annular holes [12–18]. Later, it is found that the
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSP) could also play
a role in the EOT in the holes with rectangular or elliptical
shapes together with the SPP. To specify the contribution
of the LSP, arrays of holes with a nanoparticle in each hole
are fabricated and measured [19–22], it is found that both
the SPP and the LSP contribute to the optical transmis-
sion, and both the real and imaginary parts of the
polarizability of the particles which induce LSP play
important roles in the transmission suppression and
enhancement [20]. Very recently, an array of holes with
very acute angles was found to exhibit a strong EOT effect
caused by the LSP [27], an array of three-dimensional
holes was also found that it has strong EOT effect induced
by the LSP [28]. The waveguide mode across each hole
can also play an important role in the extraordinary
transmission through Fabry–Perot resonance [14, 29].
Until now, there have been no reports about the extraor-
dinary transmission in a non-planar asymmetric structure.
Here, we developed a unique fabrication method and
prepared periodic arrays of three-dimensional crescent-
like holes (3DCLH) as shown in Fig. 1a, by colloidal
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lithography with shadow metal evaporation method. We
report, to our knowledge, the first evidence of the
extraordinary transmission induced by an asymmetric
localized surface plasmon resonance in the arrays of
3DCLHs. This phenomenon can be useful for the coupling
of the incident light to localized surface plasmon, e.g., for
sensing applications. It is also valuable in the applications
of sub-wavelength optoelectronic circuits.
Colloidal lithography has been widely exploited in the
fabrication of surface plasmonic structures. By using
two-dimensional array of colloidal spheres as templates,
metal crescents, discs, holes, and split-ring resonators
have been prepared after the various metal evaporation
processes and reactive-ion etching procedure [30–34]. By
utilizing thermal annealing to shape the interstitial holes of
close-packed monolayer spheres, metal nano-ring, split-
ring, and nano-disc can also be achieved without the
reactive-ion etching process [35, 36]. Although colloidal
nanospheres can directly form a template on the flat
substrate, a large area of periodic monolayer spheres is
usually hard to be achieved. Until recently, a method to
introduce 2D nanostructure into the polymer film via
colloidal lithography was reported [37, 38]. In this
method, through thermal annealing or imprinting process,
only the top or bottom layer of the spheres can be
transferred to the polymer and form a large area of
periodic array of monolayer spheres. It has been used to
fabricate nano-metal shells, nano-dimples [37], nanograils
[39], and nanodiscs [40]. Here, based on our previous
work on fabricating nanodiscs [40], we have developed a
method to prepare a periodic array of three-dimensional
crescent-like holes.
Fabrication of 3D Crescent-like Holes Array
To fabricate 3D crescent-like holes array, an inverted
hemispherical colloidal lithography method [40] is adopted;
the fabrication procedure plotted in Fig. 1a can be described
as follows: First, a layer of sacrificial polyacrylic acid
(PAA) film was spin-coated on a cleaned silicon wafer, and
baked at a hotplate with 120 °C for 5 min—the thickness of
the PAA is around 220 nm; then, a layer of 137 nm
polystyrene (PS) film was spin-coated on the sacrificial
layer, the baking temperature and time were 120 °C and
5 min respectively; after that, the surface was modified by
oxygen etching. Secondly, a multilayer of silica spheres
with a diameter of 264 nm was spin-coated on the PS film,
then the sample was placed on the hotplate with a
temperature of 115 °C for 7 min to make the bottom layer
of silica spheres embed into the PS film with a depth of
around 98 nm. Thirdly, the silica spheres were removed by
hydrofluoric acid (HF) with a concentration of 2%, a layer
of dimple array was formed on the PS film, and then the
PAA film was dissolved in water, a floating patterned PS
film was formed and transferred onto the quartz slide.
Finally, a shadow evaporation method was employed to
deposit a layer of silver on the patterned PS film, a 3D
crescent-like holes array was formed. The schematic
structure of fabricated sample is shown in the last step of
Fig. 1a. On the top surface, it looks like a periodic array of
holes. However, within a unit cell, part of dimple is also
deposited with silver because the shadow evaporation
method can deposit metal on the part of the dimple by
varying the deposition angle α, as shown in Fig. 1a. In










Fig. 1 a The fabrication procedure for a periodic array of three-
dimensional crescent-like holes. 1 Spin-coating of sacrificial poly-
acrylic acid (PAA) film on silicon; 2 Spin-coating a layer of
polystyrene (PS); 3 Spin-coating a multilayer of silica spheres with a
diameter of 264 nm; 4 Heating the sample to let silica sphere embed
into the PS film; 5 Removing the embedded silica particles by HF
solution; 6 The PAA film was dissolved in water, and a floating PS
film with hemispherical dimple array was transferred to quartz slide; 7
A shadow metal evaporation method was employed to side deposit a
layer of silver. b Cross-section view of the unit cell cutting along a
line which passes through the center of the circle and perpendicular to
the cross-line
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with silver can be controlled by α. It looks like an array of
crescent holes in top view; it is a three-dimensional
structure. Here, it is named as a periodic array of three-
dimensional crescent-like holes (3DCLH). The thicknesses
of the silver at the top surface and the dimples are quite
different since the metal evaporation angle varies at
different parts within a unit cell. Figure 1b is the cross-
sectional view of the unit cell by cutting along a line which
passes through the center of the circle and is perpendicular
to the cross-line. t is the thickness of the metal on the top of
the PS film, θ is the metal evaporation angle, g is the gap
width of the crescent-like hole, tf is the thickness of the
thickest metal part where silver is deposited vertically. The
interface between the PS top surface and metal layer is at
z=0. The depth of the dimple before depositing metal layer
is h. The diameter of the dimple is w.
Scanning electron microscope pictures of the samples
are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2a, b shows two periodic arrays
of 3DCLHs, where black area is not covered with silver.
The thicknesses of the silver at top plates in Fig. 2a and b
are 55 and 37 nm, respectively. The diameter of the upper
circles and the depth of the dimples before silver evapora-
tion are about 255 and 98 nm, respectively. The period of
the triangular structure is 283 nm. The area covered with
silver is different for different samples. Here, we define f as
a ratio of area without silver to the total area in the two-
dimensional plane view. It should be noted that, due to the
nature of colloidal lithography, the pattern is composed of
many single domains in different orientations with maxi-
mum size of 10×10 μm2.
Optical Measurement and Analysis
To characterize the optical properties of 3DCLHs, we
measured the zero-order angle-resolved transmission for p-
polarized waves (the electric field is on the incident plane).
It should be pointed out that, in all the angle-resolved
spectra shown in this paper, the curves are plotted with
subsequent vertical offsets of 5% for each step increase of
incident angle. Figure 3a shows the results where the
electric field is pointing along with the cross-line of the
3DCLH as shown in the inset. Two transmission dips are in
546 and 634 nm at normal incidence, as indicated by red
arrows; these two dips are composed of a large dip. There
are two peaks which are at 570 and 1,028 nm. In order to
understand this transmission, we simulated the transmission
of the 3DCLHs arrays via finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method [41]. Because the domain size is about
10 μm, the cross-lines of 3DCLHs are oriented to different
direction from Γ−M to Γ−K in various domains with
different lattice orientations. In simulation, we have to
consider all these conditions. Here, we simulated various
3DCLHs arrays with their cross-lines oriented to different
lattice directions, and made an average of these trans-
missions. The simulated transmission spectra of the
3DCLHs arrays with their cross-line parallel to Γ−M and
Γ−K directions are nearly the same except that there is a
surface plasmon polariton peak at 490 nm for Γ−M
direction, as shown in Fig. 3b. This means that the different
orientations of the crescent-like holes arrays have the same
optical transmission when the wavelength is larger than
550 nm. In other words, when the wavelength is larger than
550 nm, the transmission property of the array are mainly
decided by 3DCLH rather than the periodic structure. The
simulation results show that there are two dips at 554 and
668 nm, and two peaks at 600 and 952 nm as well. Overall,
the simulation results match with experimental results well,
except that there exists a deviation at peak position which
may be caused by the structure used in simulation not being
perfectly the same as the real structure (the rough surface is
not considered here). We further inspect the electric field
distribution at each dips and peaks, as shown in Fig. 4a–d.
It is found that, at the peak position of 962 nm, the electric
field is concentrated on the outer surface of 3DCLH and
strongly localized at the crescent tip, which enables the
resonant field to be re-radiated into the PS film as
transmitted wave. In a unit cell, the resonant mode is a
dipole resonance, as indicated by the charge polarity. The
strong localized field at the crescent tip is mainly caused by
A B
300 nm
Fig. 2 Scanning electron
microscope pictures of
3DCLHs, where black area is
not covered with silver. a
3DCLH with 55 nm thickness of
silver at top plate; b 3DCLH
with 37 nm thickness of silver at
top plate
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the crescent structure and rather than a periodic effect. At
the dip position of 668 nm, the electric field is mainly
trapped within the dimples covered with silver, and thus,
most of which is reflected back into the air. Because the
electric field is localized at the 3D crescent-like holes area,
the peak at 962 nm and dip at 668 nm are caused by
localized surface plasmon. This can also be found from the
experimental angle-resolved transmission spectra of Fig. 3a,
where the transmission peak position at 1,028 nm and dip
position at 634 nm do not change with the change of
incident angle. While for the peak position at 600 nm and
dip position at 554 nm will change their positions with the
change of the incident angle, this can be found from their
electric field distribution which is weakly localized at dip’s
area, especially the area having silver. Their field distribu-
tions also indicate dipole resonance as well. This is caused
by the combination of surface plasmon polariton and
localized surface plasmon, the detailed mechanism becomes
more complicated which requires further study.
Figure 5a represents the angle-resolved zero-order
transmission when the electric field of the incident p-
polarized waves is perpendicular to the cross-line of
3DCLH. Because the unit cell of the 3DCLHs array has
no mirror symmetry for positive and negative incident
angles, we measured the angle-resolved spectra from −60°
to 60° as shown in the inset. There exists a wide dip at
595 nm when the incident angle is 0°. The peak
transmission at normal incidence at the wavelength of
1,336 nm is about 32.22% which is much higher than that
in the case of electric field being along with the cross-line





























































Fig. 3 a The zero-order angle-
resolved transmission spectra of
the 3DCLHs array shown in
Fig. 2a for the electric field of
incident p-polarized waves being
along the cross-line; the curves
have been plotted with subse-
quent vertical offsets of 5%. The
black thin line is the transmission
of a thin silver film with a
thickness of 55 nm. The inserted
red–white circles denote the
electrical field of the incident
beam, where red color indicates
silver parts in the dimple, while
white indicates the parts without








































Fig. 4 The electric field ampli-
tude at the plane of z=−20 nm
when the cross-line of the
3DCLH oriented to Γ−K for the
electric field of the p-polarized
waves parallel to the cross-line
of the 3DCLH. a λ=952, b λ=
668, c λ=600, and d λ=554 nm.
The electric field amplitude dis-
tribution for the cross-line of the
3DCLH oriented to Γ−M are
nearly the same. The plus and
minus signs indicate the polarity
of the charge
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of 3DCLH. If the transmission is normalized with the
fraction of holes’ area of 7.7%, the transmission can be
over 4.18, which exhibits an extraordinary optical trans-
mission phenomenon. It is surprising that this transmission
peak does not shift with the change of incident angle. To
understand the physics of this transmission, we also
simulate the transmission through FDTD method. It is
shown in Fig. 5c, where the simulated transmission is an
average of the transmissions of the 3DCLHs arrays when
the cross-lines of 3DCLHs are oriented to Γ−M and Γ−K,
respectively. The transmission spectra of the 3DCLHs
arrays with different orientations of the 3DCLH’s cross-
line are shown in this figure. It is found that the
transmission spectra of these two cases with different
orientations of the cross-lines are nearly the same. This
means that the orientation of the cross-line of the 3DCLH
does not affect the transmission in the normal incidence.
Comparing the simulating results with the experimental
results, it is found that the shape of the transmission spectra
agrees well with each other except that the position of the
peak has slightly deviation where the simulating and
experimental transmission peaks are at 1,442 and
1,336 nm, respectively. The deviation is caused by the
simulation structure is not perfectly matching to the
Fig. 5 a and b are the zero-
order angle-resolved transmis-
sion spectra of the 3DCLHs
array shown in Fig. 2a for the
electric field being perpendicu-
lar to the cross-line of 3DCLH,
a for p-polarized waves; b for s-
polarized waves. In all spectra
graphs, the curves have been
plotted with subsequent vertical
offsets of 5%. The black thin
line in (a) is the transmission of
a thin silver film with a thick-
ness of 55 nm. The inserted red–
white circles denote the electri-
cal field of the incident beam,
where red color indicates silver
parts in the dimple, while white
indicates the parts without silver.
c The simulated and experimen-
tal transmission of 3DCLH’s at
normal incidence when the
electric field is perpendicular to
the cross-line of the 3DCLHs; d
the electric field amplitude dis-
tribution at the wavelength of
1,442 nm in peak transmission
at Fig. 5c






















Fig. 6 The angle-resolved transmission spectra of the 3DCLHs array
shown in Fig. 2b for the electric field of the incident p-polarized
waves being vertical to the cross-line, where the black thin line is the
transmission of a thin silver film with a thickness of 37 nm; the curves
have been plotted with subsequent vertical offsets of 5%. The inserted
red–white circle denotes the electrical field of the incident beam,
where red indicates silver parts in the dimple, while white indicates
the parts without silver
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experimental one as mentioned before. For the wavelength
shorter than 600 nm, it is not considered here because both
SPP and LSP play roles in the transmission and makes it
more complicated. Looking into the electric field distribu-
tion at the peak position shown in Fig. 5d, it can be found
that the electric field is strongly localized at the low arc of
the 3DCLH, which indicates an asymmetric localized
surface plasmon resonance. Such a resonance, it could
show an angle insensitive coupling to incident light similar
to the symmetric localized plasmon resonance [27], this
might be the reason why the peak is consistent with the
change of the incident angle when the electric field of the
incident beam is perpendicular to the cross-line of the
3DCLH. Therefore, we found a novel physical phenome-
non of EOT whose peak position is determined by an
asymmetric LSP rather than SPP. The peak position is
nearly stable with the change of incident angles. It might be
useful for the sub-wavelength integrated optics and optical
sensors.
Because SPP can only exist efficiently in the p-polarized
wave and does not exist in s-polarized waves [42] to further
exclude the SPP effect on the abnormal EOT, we also
measured the zero-order transmission when the electric
field of the incident s-polarized waves is perpendicular to
the cross-line of the 3DCLH, as shown in Fig. 5b. It is
found that, even with the incident angle up to 60°, the
transmission is still as high as 18.34%, and the peak
position does not shift as well. Therefore, we could also
obtain a conclusion that this EOT is induced by LSP rather
than SPP.
To study this EOT in details, we fabricated various 3DCLHs
arrays with different thicknesses of the silver film and various
gaps. Figure 6 shows the p-polarized angle-resolved trans-
mission of the 3DCLHs array with 37 nm thickness of silver
as shown in Fig. 2b. The filling fraction of the crescent-like
holes is 13.56%. For the electric field of the incident waves
being perpendicular to the cross-line, there also exists an EOT
peak (48.32%) at the wavelength of 1,228 nm which does not
change with the incident angle, if it is normalized with the
fraction of the holes’ area, the transmission can reach 3.56. It
is found that, if the hole area is nearly the same, the peak
position shifts to the short wavelength with the increase of the
thickness of the silver; if the thicknesses of the silver are
nearly the same, the peak position shifts to the long
wavelength with the decrease of the gap, and the normalized
transmission with the fraction of the hole area is also
becoming larger with the decrease of the gap.
Conclusion
In summary, we have developed a technique to fabricate
periodic arrays of three-dimensional crescent-like holes
based on an inverted colloidal lithography method and
shadow metal evaporation. The shape of 3DCLH can be
adjusted via varying the evaporation angle. The optical
measurements show that, there exists a shape-dependent
EOT peak for the electric field of the incident beam
perpendicular to the cross-line of the 3DCLH. Especially,
this transmission peak position does not change with the
incident angle, which is different from the previous reports.
Experiments and simulations show that this EOT is
dominated by an asymmetric localized surface plasmon
resonance induced by 3DCLH. This might be valuable for
the optical sensing and optical integrated circuits.
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